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A tour of summits 

Marten van Heuven 

On July 11 and 12, NATO held its Brussels Summit. What are the main takeaways, 
concerning the state of transatlantic relations? 

NATO summits have acquired a life of their own. They gather political, military and defense 
officials representing what is now a 29-country array of European countries, Canada and the 
United States. They are watched closely by defense industries, scrutinized by parliaments, 
and dissected by the press.  

As the Alliance has grown to its present size, it has spawned a loyal and devoted cadre of 
military and civilian officials, not to mention strong public support within its membership 
and aspirant member states. Support of NATO extends even to events such as the annual 
Munich Security Conference.  

The key to the success of the North Atlantic Treaty has been the commitment in Article 5 
that an attack against any member will be regarded as an attack against all. This has been 
understood as assurance on the part of the United States of unqualified commitment to 
provide security to its European and Canadian allies.  

The NATO alliance has weathered many storms — the Suez crisis, the Cuban missile crisis, 
Soviet attempts to neutralize Germany, nuclear weapons issues, the breakup of Yugoslavia, 
the Bosnian war, the 9/11 attack on New York and Washington, the Russian takeover of 
Crimea and the destabilization of eastern Ukraine. Throughout, NATO has held together.  

But now the resurgence of Russia, growing public dissatisfaction in Western countries with 
globalization, a flood of immigration from the Middle East and Africa, a growing sense of 
populism, the hold that the Trump administration has taken in Washington and even the 
world, have triggered questions whether the original guarantee of NATO retains its validity. 
The 2018 Summit provides some insight.  

All is well? 

On the surface, the communiqué of this Summit would suggest that all is well with NATO. 
The first paragraphs restate in clear terms the values and commitments which have been 
the hallmark of the organization from the beginning (see cadre). 

Not surprisingly, the Brussels Summit handled standard issues designed to enhance security, 
responsiveness and mobility of member states. As usual, the US administration reminded 
colleagues of the American call for defense expenditures of at least 2% of GNP.  

What was different was the way President Trump handled his views about the Alliance. 
Unlike previous administrations which reminded and then left for later the importance of 
this benchmark, the President wrote letters in advance to individual colleagues, making 
clear he expected his NATO colleagues to meet their expected quotas .  



President Trump left a lack of clarity however on the communiqué by calling for a spending 
commitment of 4% of GDP: even though he had just signed on to the above. This leaves a 
serious gap regarding agreement within NATO about military expenditures; an issue that 
may never be definitively settled. Apparently there was no mention of Article 5, but his 
colleagues understood what he meant or might do. Trump was putting NATO to the test.  

President Trump also criticized NATO decisiveness, a charge that was rebutted by his NATO 
colleagues. Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg vigorously spoke up in favor of NATO’s 
progress. Chancellor Merkel added her own quiet but forceful voice in defense of Germany’s 
relations with Russia. 

As US Atlantic Council President Fred Kempe points out, President Trump could have taken 
some credit for boosting the ongoing efforts in Afghanistan and making permanent the 
training mission in Iraq. But an American plan for readying 30 mechanized battalions, 30 air 
squadrons, 30 combat vessels, ready to deploy within 30 days, said to be favored by 
Secretary of Defense Mattis, will not see the light of day. This is just as well; such catchy 
numeral objectives risk a clash with reality. 

“Time will tell” 

The prelude to the NATO summit occurred at the heart of the G7 meeting in June, in 
Quebec. It was a disastrous encounter. The other leaders, who in the months before had 
visited the White House, had an earlier opportunity to take the measure of President 
Trump. They arrived in Quebec already rattled by the unilateral actions of the new US 
administration; walking out of the Iran deal, abandoning global environment efforts and a 
trade war not just with China but with NATO’s allies. In a wholly unexpected move just 
before the meeting, Trump called on his allies to readmit Russia to the G7. He followed this 
up with crude remarks about Canadian President Trudeau, and then did not sign the G7 
communiqué. No surprise that Trump’s colleagues were upset at these sudden turns in what 
had long been understood as settled US policy and diplomatic manners. 

From Quebec, Trump went directly to Singapore, where he met with North Korean 
President Kim Jong-un, whom he showered with praise but came away with a mere promise 
that North Korea would abandon its nuclear weapons. Negotiations about ridding the 
peninsula of nuclear weapons have yet to start. The Economist tersely concluded: “Kim 
won.” Other observers, however, believe that President Trump achieved a breakthrough. 
President Trump remarked “Time will tell.”  

Meanwhile, Europe has been facing its own troubles — including a resurgence of populism. 
Public dissatisfaction with the European project has been growing steadily. Only Le Pen in 
France had an outside chance to win the presidential elections on a populist ticket. The 
stunning victory of Macron put that to an end. But that does not mean that he is rid of the 
French habit of strikes. Germany emerged from its last election with a weakened Merkel 
government, compelling her to include the Alternative Party which is now harassing 
Merkel’s role on immigration. The Polish government has also swung populist, as have 
Hungary, the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The Turkish government is installing a populist 
presidential government. So is Italy.  



As populism grows, public support for the European Union is waning. But so are the values 
which have kept the NATO alliance vibrant. Populist trends and “America First” are formulae 
that weaken NATO. It could be that NATO will recover. But this is not a given. 

The Russia issue 

Other crucial issues that were ripe for the 2018 summit are embedded in the Alliance’s 
relationships with Moscow, the Baltic countries, and the western Balkans. 

It is hard to deny that a chasm exits between the soft Trump administration vis-à-vis 
Moscow and the harder views of more proximate countries. Many issues with Moscow are 
potentially capable of splitting NATO. The replacement of the USSR by Russia has not 
changed Kremlin habits, witness the takeover of the Crimea and the ongoing destruction of 
the Donbas in Ukraine. The Baltic countries feel under continuous threat. They are not alone 
in their concerns. Even Poland and Germany feel the tug between their wish to work 
together with Moscow on trade and energy, and the pull to draw lines when Russian 
behavior becomes belligerent and unacceptable to international norms. 

Since the founding of NATO, the United States has been in the lead in relations with Russia. 
Other NATO members may not have agreed, but Washington has generally led the way. But 
within less than half a week after the Brussels Summit we have now witnessed another 
summit, in Helsinki, of Presidents Putin and Trump. Here we saw a role reversal of sorts, 
given President Trump’s like of Russia and Putin. How these relationships play out is not 
predictable. But it will be grist for a profound discussion about the commitments of the 
NATO Treaty.  

Don’t forget the Balkans 

With NATO’s attention on the Baltics, it is no surprise that members of the Alliance prefer to 
shy away from the long conflict that led to the breakup of Yugoslavia. But NATO attention to 
the Balkans is a must, given the internal strife and warfare that has often devastated the 
region. Moscow is among countries with more than a casual interest in the region. So are 
Turkey and China. Former NATO Allied commander Wesley Clarke recently recalled the 
travails NATO encountered with Operation Allied Force in Kosovo. 

George and Alexander Soros have added their strong voices and financial strength to the 
importance of the Balkans. They argue the bold regional initiative to create a Balkan union 
modeled on the European Union EU could take advantage of the people’s pro-Western 
ambitions. They believe the United States and Britain need to be part of these 
arrangements. And the many politicians, soldiers and diplomats who experienced the 
breakup of Yugoslavia learned about the capacity of the region to cause trouble. The 
apparent settlement of the name for Macedonia is an encouraging sign that may in fact 
become the key for NATO membership.  

The lions task in the Balkans is there for the EU to handle. But NATO can play a key 
supporting role if it can figure out how. 



US leadership is key 

Last but not least, the Summit has a continuing role in promoting Western values. NATO 
needs to validate what the West stands for. Governments and civic organizations have a 
role. So does the public. NATO will continue to have many roles in support of Western 
values — peacekeeping, security, training, information and public support. NATO has been 
doing so and its members could continue that task. 

The key variable will be where it has always been — US leadership. The NATO Summit 
makes clear that neither the style nor the substance of President Trump’s policies will be 
acceptable by other NATO leaders as the way to move NATO forward. Thus, the 2018 NATO 
Summit poses a huge challenge in adjusting the transatlantic relationship. 

Marten van Heuven is a retired US Foreign Service Officer who served at the US 
Mission to NATO. These are personal comments.  

Would you like to react? 
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